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Abstract— The field of automotive suspensions is changing.
Semi-active and active suspensions are starting to become
viable options for vehicle designers. Suspension design for
commercial vehicles is especially interesting given its potential.
An active cabin suspension for a heavy-duty truck is considered,
consisting of four ideal actuators with parallel springs, one
acting on each corner of the cabin. The main question is how
to control this suspension such that it gives optimal comfort
when driving in a straight line, but still follows a specified
compensation strategy when cornering, braking or accelerating.
The proposed controller uses modal input-output-decoupling.
Each of the modes has a separate controller including: a
skyhook part for enhanced comfort; and an event part for
attitude control. The proposed control strategy is tested in
simulation using a validated tractor semi-trailer model with
idealized actuators. It is shown that driver comfort can be
greatly enhanced, without impairing the attitude behavior of
the cabin. Furthermore, in contrast to what is known from
quarter car analysis, it is shown that adding passive damping
is highly desirable.

I. INTRODUCTION

The last few decades, the topic of controller design for

(semi-) active vehicle suspensions has received considerable

attention, see for example [7], [15]. In contrast to active

suspensions, the number of luxury cars with semi-active

suspensions is quickly increasing. Semi-active suspensions

have a relatively low power consumption and outperform

existing passive suspensions. However, the performance is

far less than what is achievable with an active suspension,

[4]. In addition, the number of control possibilities when

cornering, braking and accelerating are also more limited.

Why do semi-active suspensions have the preference? The

simple answer is: power consumption. The only market ready

active devices are based on hydraulic or hydro-pneumatic

systems which require significantly more energy.

Real world applications of active suspensions in trucks

are limited. One successful implementation is presented in

[13]. The experimental platform consists of a tractor semi-

trailer with hydraulic (roll) actuators on all the trailer axis

as well as on the rear axle of the tractor. Moreover, semi-

active dampers are added in the primary (axle) suspension

of the tractor. One of the conclusions is that the semi-active

dampers only marginally enhance the driver comfort and that

the high overall energy consumption (due to the hydraulic

actuators) is not feasible within a commercial setting. Hence,
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when working on driver comfort one should focus on the

secondary (cabin) suspension.

In the future electro-mechanic actuators are expected to

be a viable solution, [10]. In [3] the clear advantage of

active suspensions with (electro-mechanic) energy regene-

rative actuators is shown. Moreover, it is argued that the

use of a so-called variable geometry active suspension will

further reduce the energy requirements. When applying such

a device to the secondary suspension of commercial vehicles,

the energy requirements may be lowered to more acceptable

values. However, as mentioned in [1], the fields of suspension

control for commercial vehicles and in particular design

and control of secondary suspensions, are little addressed

in literature.

A relevant approach to the control of secondary suspen-

sions is given in [11], [12]. Herein, the idea of a self-powered

suspension is presented. It is shown that a substantial per-

formance increase can be achieved with a relatively small

amount of energy, using the correct actuation system. A

related study is given in [5]. It describes an active suspension

design, where the cabin is suspended by four air springs with

electric actuators in parallel. Using a state transformation,

which is found by optimization, the system is transformed

to a roll-pitch-heave system which can be controlled more

easily. The simulation results show that the vertical, roll and

pitch accelerations can be reduced by 78%, 65% and 40%
respectively. This is considerably more than expected, see

for example [4]. However, the issue of attitude control is

not considered at all. Furthermore, the precise decoupling

is unclear and seems involved. Hence, the question remains,

how to control the cabin of a commercial vehicle, considering

both comfort and attitude behavior.

In this paper, a control strategy is presented for an active

cabin suspension of a commercial vehicle, that significantly

improves driver comfort without impairing the vehicle’s

pitch and roll behavior during extreme maneuvers. The

suspension consists of 4 idealized 10 Hz bandwidth actuators

below each of the cabin’s corners. By means of input-

output decoupling of the linearized equations of motion

and the introduction of an active controller constraint, the

system can be transformed into three decoupled Single-

Input-Single-Output (SISO) loops. Each of these loops is

controlled separately. The controller is evaluated using a

number of simulations with a validated tractor semi-trailer

simulation model. The controlled active suspension is shown

to significantly enhance both driver comfort and attitude

behavior. Additionally, the significance of adding passive

damping is illustrated.

The paper is organized as follows. First, a cabin model is

derived that is suitable for controller design. Next, the input-
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the control model.

output decoupling is addressed, followed by the controller

design for each SISO-loop. Finally, the proposed controller

is evaluated with a wide range of tests using a validated truck

semi-trailer model.

II. CABIN MODEL FOR CONTROLLER DESIGN

The goal of this paper is to develop a controller for an

active cabin suspension. Hereto, a model-based design is

adopted. In virtue of subsequent control design, a model of

limited complexity, which includes the main cabin dynamics,

is desirable. The derivation of this model is considered in this

section.

A schematic representation of the proposed model is

given in Fig. 1. Herein, the cabin is modeled as a rigid

body with the center of mass located at a certain height h

above a point S on the bottom of the cabin. The point S

is located at a length lf from the front of the cabin and lr
from that of the rear. Furthermore, the distance to the left

and right side of the cabin are bl and br respectively. The

bottom of the cabin is projected on the chassis, where the

projection of S is V . Vx is the forward driving direction.

Assumption 1: Both chassis and cabin are assumed to

behave as rigid bodies.

Even though the chassis may profoundly twist in reality,

these flexibilities are not necessary for this simplified model.

Assumption 2: The motion of the chassis point V with

respect to the fixed world point O is given, which is hence

not influenced by the cabin suspension forces.

Four different coordinate frames are defined, see Fig. 1: an

absolute frame in point O (−→e O); a relative frame R in point

O that follows the chassis rotations around the −→e3
O-axis; and

a body-fixed frame in points V and S. Rotations ψs, φs and

θs are called yaw, roll and pitch respectively. Furthermore,

the subscript (s), which is used here as an example, indicates

that the rotations are from the absolute frameO to the relative

frame in S.

The cabin is suspended to the chassis by means of

stiff spring-damper configurations in longitudinal (−→e1
V )

and lateral (−→e2
V ) direction. Additionally, in vertical (−→e3

V )

direction a spring is positioned in parallel with an ideal

force actuator, that has a bandwidth of 10 Hz, at each of

the cabin corners. Therefore, the vertical suspension forces

can be split into a force that originates from the passive

suspension (FS
ij ) and one that is induced by the actuator

(FA
ij ).

Assumption 3: The longitudinal (−→e1
R) and lateral (−→e2

R)

movements of point S with respect to point V are negligible

due to the high stiffness of the cabin suspension in those

directions. Moreover ψv −ψs = 0, so both cabin and chassis

follow the yaw-motions of the vehicle (ψr) exactly.

The longitudinal and lateral movements of the vehicle

result in suspension forces acting on the cabin. These forces

are depicted in Fig. 1 as Fx, Fyf and Fyr. Since the chassis

motions are determined according to Assumption 2 and

cabin motions according to Assumption 3, these longitudinal

and lateral suspension forces can be deduced.

Assumption 4: δ
δt
−→e

R
= 0 or negligible.

Assumption 4 holds as long as the yaw velocity of the

vehicle is low. Under this assumption, −→e R can be considered

as an absolute frame. In order to derive Lagrange’s equations

of motion, see for example [8], position vectors are needed.

The position of the center of gravity of the cabin, point S

and point V are given by

−→rcg = [x y z]−→e R

−→rs =





x− h sin θs

y + h cos θs sinφs

z − h cos θs cosφs





T

−→e R

−→rv = [xv yv zv]−→e R.

(1)

Assumption 5: The suspension forces are all oriented

along the principal axis of the frame −→e R.

Although this is not entirely in line with reality, this

assumption is needed to keep the equations manageable.

Moreover, the error that is introduced with this assumption

is reasonably small under normal driving conditions.

Assumption 6: The angles φs, θs, φv and θv are small,

hence the following approximations may be applied:

cos ξ ≈ 1

sin ξ ≈ ξ

(sin ξ)2 ≈ 0.

(2)

Assumption 6 holds under normal driving conditions. In

case of driving on graded or strongly banked roads, a more

complex model is required for accurate results. Under these

assumptions, the following equations of motion are obtained:




mz̈

Jxφ̈s

Jy θ̈s



 = TFS

︸ ︷︷ ︸

uS

+TFA

︸ ︷︷ ︸

uA

+w, (3)
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where

T =





1 1 1 1
hφs + bl hφs − br hφs + bl hφs − br
hθs − lf hθs − lf hθs + lr hθs + lr





w =





−mg

lfθsFyf − lrθsFyr + h(Fyf + Fyr)
lfφsFyf − lrφsFyr − (lfθs + h)Fx





FS =
[

FS
fl F

S
fr F

S
rl F

S
rr

]T

FA =
[

FA
fl F

A
fr F

A
rl F

A
rr

]T

.

(4)

Herein, w is a disturbance vector, FA is a vector containing

the actuator forces and FS contains the forces from the

passive suspension elements.

Using linear springs with stiffness cs and linear dampers

with damping constant ds as passive suspension elements,

the modal passive suspension inputs

uS = TFS , (5)

are given by

uS = −csGs





z − zv − h

φs − φv

θs − θv



 − dsGs





ż − żv

φ̇s − φ̇v

θ̇s − θ̇v



 , (6)

where

Gs =








4 2(bl − br) 2(lr − l − f)

2(bl − br) 2(b2l + b2r)
bllr − bllf+
brlf − brlr

2(lr − lf )
bllr − bllf+
brlf − brlr

2(l2r + l2f)







.

(7)

III. INPUT-OUTPUT DECOUPLING

In this section, an approach is proposed to determine a

suitable control strategy based on the equations of motion,

as given in (3). A key observation from (7) is that the

heave (z), pitch (θs) and roll (φs) dynamics are coupled

through the interaction from the suspension elements. In

addition, each actuator force affects all of these modes, see

(4). Moreover, there are four control inputs and only three

outputs, hence the system is over-actuated. To deal with

interaction and over-actuation, input-output decoupling is

investigated.

Assumption 7: The absolute cabin orientation (θs, φs, ψs)

cannot be measured or estimated accurately. Therefore,

these angles are not available for control. Consequently,

these angles are assumed zero where needed.

From (3), it is known that the vector of modal actuator

inputs is given by

uA = TFA. (8)

As T is not a square matrix, FA cannot be uniquely

determined given a certain uA. One way of finding a unique

transformation is by looking for an additional constraint. For

this purpose, a dynamically inspired choice is available:

FA
fr + FA

rl − FA
rr − FA

fl = 0. (9)

In practice, assumption 1 will not hold, as the cabin floor is

flexible to some extend. If the actuators are used to twist the

cabin floor, energy is being wasted and cabin fatigue issues

may be the result, hence this has to be prevented. Combining

(3), (4) and (9) under Assumption 7 gives

FA = T̃
−1

[
uA

0

]

T̃
−1

=






1 1 1 1
bl −br bl −br
−lf −lf lr lr
−1 1 1 −1






−1

,

(10)

which is an invertible transformation as (bl, br, lf , lr) >
0. An alternative way, to find a unique transformation is

by using the so-called pseudo-inverse (or Moore-Penrose

inverse), see [6]. For our system, the pseudo-inverse, which

is optimal in a least-square sense, is given by

T † = TT (TTT )−1. (11)

It can be easily checked that

T̃
−1

=
[

T †, ⋆
]

, (12)

with ⋆ some vector that has no influence on the

transformation, due to the zero input in (10). Hence,

both approaches give the same unique relation.

The next step is to overcome the interaction that is caused

by the passive suspension forces, that is, the forces resulting

from the non-diagonal terms in (7). Only the spring related

terms are compensated, as the damper related terms merely

dissipate energy. Hence, compensating for the non-diagonal

damper terms would not be energy efficient. As a result, the

modal actuator inputs become

uA = csG̃s





z − zv − h

φs − φv

θs − θv



 − w̃ + uC , (13)

with uC the vector of modal controller inputs and

G̃s =








0 2(bl − br) 2(lr − l − f)

2(bl − br) 0
bllr − bllf+
brlf − brlr

2(lr − lf )
bllr − bllf+
brlf − brlr

0







.

(14)

The disturbances are approximated as

w̃ =





−mg

hmˆ̈yv

hmˆ̈xv



 (15)

with h as given in Fig. 1 and ˆ̈xv, ˆ̈yv the longitudinal and

lateral acceleration of the chassis respectively filtered with a
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10 Hz first order low-pass filter. Consequently, the decoupled

equations of motion become




mz̈

Jxφs

Jyθs



 = uC
− cs(Gs − G̃s)





z − zv − h

φs − φv

θs − θv



 + ǫ,

(16)

with ǫ an error term that is assumed negligible. Using

these assumptions and equations, the input-output behavior

is decoupled. In the next section, the design of a control

strategy for each of the decoupled loops is addressed.

IV. CONTROL STRATEGY

By means of the input-output decoupling as described in

the previous section, a system consisting of three independent

SISO-loops has been derived. The control objective differen-

tiates between two different disturbances. On the on hand,

there are driver induced disturbances, for example when

braking, accelerating or cornering. In these cases, the cabin

attitude behavior should mimic the chassis motions, for an

optimal handling feeling. Note that this is (for a large part)

achieved by the compensation term w̃ in (13). On the other

hand, there are disturbances originating from the road. These

need to be suppressed to some extent, depending on the

available working space and the intensity of the disturbances.

The objective in this case is to minimize the ISO weighted

cabin accelerations. This is reflected in the ride comfort

index, which consists of the sum of ISO frequency weighted

accelerations [9],

RCI =

√

1

T

∫ t

0

(ẍ2

ISO + ÿ2

ISO + z̈2

ISO) dt, (17)

hence the lower the RCI value, the better the comfort

perceptence.

The standard control approach for vibration mitigation,

which is optimal - with respect to root-mean-square sus-

pension deflections and suspended mass acceleration - for a

single suspended mass with white noise disturbance velocity,

[7], is the use of a stiffness in combination with skyhook

damping. In practical application additional low-frequent

leveling (integral action) is often desirable, for example when

driving uphill [14]. As such, the controller is given by

uC =
















−Iz
∫ t

0
(z − zv − h)dt−

(cz − 4cs)(z − zv − h) − dz
sky ż

−Iφ
∫ t

0
(φs − φv)dt−

(cφ − 2cs(b
2

l + b2r))(φs − φv) − d
φ
skyφ̇s

−Iθ
∫ t

0
(θs − θv)dt−

(cθ − 2cs(l
2

f + l2r))(θs − θv) − dθ
sky θ̇s
















,

(18)

with Iz , Iφ, Iθ, cz, cφ, cθ, d
z
sky , d

φ
sky , d

θ
sky the controller

parameters.

Remark 8: While the symmetric and asymmetric road

inputs can be considered to be uncorrelated when driving a

vehicle in practice, the disturbances żc and θ̇c are correlated.

Moreover, all disturbances (also φ̇c) will be filtered white

TABLE I

VEHICLE SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Magnitude Unit Parameter Magnitude Unit
lf 0.94 m Iz 200000 Nm/s
lr 1.14 m Iφ 70000 Nm/s
bl 0.56 m Iθ 100000 Nm/s
br 0.56 m cz 240000 N/m
h 0.97 m cφ 200000 N/rad
m 1300 kg cθ 200000 N/rad

Jx 1100 kgm2 dz 35000 Ns/m

Jy 1100 kgm2
dφ 40000 Ns/rad

cs 60000 N/m dθ 50000 Ns/rad
ds 0 or 4000 Ns/m

noise. As such the controller structure as given in (18) will

not be optimal. However, it is considered a good starting

point for more advanced controller design research.

V. EVALUATION

To evaluate the proposed controller, the validated (44
DOF) tractor semi-trailer model as described in [2] is used.

The model is implemented in Matlab/SimMechanics, which

is the multi-body toolbox of Matlab/Simulink. The cabin

suspension of the vehicle model is modified in the following

way: the (front) roll stabilizer between the cabin and chassis

is removed and four actuators are placed beneath the cabin

mounts. These actuators are modeled as ideal force actuators

that act on both cabin and chassis, with a limited bandwidth

of 10 Hz, which is modeled using a first order low-pass filter.

Furthermore, two scenarios are evaluated to investigate the

importance of passive damping. Firstly, the passive damping

(ds) is reduced to zero. Secondly, it is reduced to approx-

imately 60% of that of a passive steel sprung suspension

design. The relevant cabin parameters are given in Table I.

The controller parameters are the result of manual tuning.

A reasonably high passive spring stiffness is selected, since it

is desirable to avoid the bump-stops without the requirement

of very strong passive dampers that deteriorate the high

frequent comfort. The skyhook damping terms are tuned to

get a sufficient comfort improvement under normal driving

conditions. Furthermore, the passive damping is chosen

such that the bump-stops do not deteriorate comfort, when

traversing a symmetric road bump - as described later on -

at 20 km/h. Moreover, the integrator gains are selected such

that the cabin levels in under 5 seconds.

A. Steady-state I/O-test

Firstly, the quality of the input-output decoupling is ve-

rified. Hereto, a step-shaped signal is added to the modal

control inputs and the cabin response is evaluated. A step

in the first, second and third element of uC is applied at

time t = 10, t = 15 and t = 20 seconds respectively. The

response when the vehicle is at standstill is given in Fig. 2

for small inputs (a) and larger inputs (b). The decoupling is

very accurate for roll and pitch moments, since each of the

inputs only affects the related state component. However, for

vertical force inputs, the first element of uC , a small amount

of interaction is still visible. When comparing the results

for small and big inputs, it can be seen that the amount of
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Fig. 2. Input-output evaluation at standstill (ds = 4000): cabin vertical
acceleration (top); roll acceleration (mid); pitch acceleration (bottom).
Relatively small input steps (a), relatively large input steps (b).
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Fig. 3. Symmetric bump test, cabin heave response: passive air suspension
(dashed); active suspension (solid).

interaction remains nearly the same. Consequently, as the

method appears valid for the full working range, the results

are satisfactory.

B. Symmetric bump test

The second simulation test consists of driving over a

symmetric trapezoidal bump (both left and right wheels have

the same road profile) with a constant velocity of 20 km/h.

The bump has a length of 1.4 m, and a height of 0.06
m. The upward and downward slopes are each 0.6 m in

length. The control objective is to avoid the bump-stops,

while minimizing pitch and heave accelerations. However,

even though the bump has a realistic shape, the bump-stops

could not be avoided without adding passive damping or

increasing the stiffness to undesirable high values. The heave

and pitch response using ds = 4000 Ns/m are given in Fig. 3

and 4 respectively. The dashed line gives the response for a

conventional (soft) air sprung suspension, and the solid line

gives the response using the proposed active suspension.

Overall, it can be seen that the active suspension signi-

ficantly reduces the accelerations. There is a 32% decrease

in ride comfort index (comfort increase) with respect to the

passive air suspended cabin. However, there are also some

small spikes visible - at 5.2 and 5.4 seconds - where the

bump-stops are touched. Hence, if the minimum requirement

is increased, for example that this bump needs to be taken
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Fig. 4. Symmetric bump test, cabin pitch response: air suspension (dashed);
active suspension (solid).
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Fig. 5. Overview of comfort evaluation on asphalt.

at 30 km/h, additional passive damping is required to avoid

the bump-stops. Alternatively, stroke dependent damping is

worthwhile to investigate, see for example [15]. However,

this is beyond the scope of this paper.

C. Comfort evaluation on asphalt

For the comfort evaluation a measured road profile is used,

corresponding to a stretch of reasonably smooth asphalt. This

road is traversed with a constant velocity of 85 km/h, using

several cabin suspension configurations. An overview of the

results is given in Fig. 5.
Firstly, Fig. 5 confirms a well known fact: lowering

the stiffness by replacing the steel sprung suspension with

an air sprung suspension improves comfort (11% in this

simulation). Furthermore, the significant gain using an active

suspension is also clear. Remarkably, the decrease in ride

comfort index (comfort increase) is largest for the confi-

guration with added passive damping: 25% with respect to

the passive air suspension. The explanation lies in the roll

behavior, see Fig. 6.

The vehicle has two resonances (9 and 20 Hz), which

require a significant amount of damping. Given the limited

bandwidth of our actuator (10 Hz) these need to be cove-

red by adding passive damping. If this is not addressed,

significant discomfort results. On the other hand, the effect

of removing the passive roll stabilizer (in combination with

the added skyhook damping) can also be seen. The power

spectral density dropped significantly in the range of 0.5−3
Hz.
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D. Emergency braking

The emergency braking procedure is a safety critical event,

where starting at a constant velocity of 85 km/h, the brakes

are fully applied at time t = 5 seconds. The mean decele-

ration is approximately 5 m/s2. The pitch response is given

in Fig. 7. It is observed that while the air suspension dives

into the bump-stops, the active suspension smoothly follows

the chassis movements. Moreover, the large oscillation when

coming to a complete standstill at t = 10 seconds (the reason

why truck drivers release the brake just before that moment)

is also significantly reduced.

E. Double lane-change

As final simulation, a double lane-change maneuver is

simulated, with a maximal lateral acceleration of approxi-

mately 2 m/s2. The roll response is given in Fig. 8. The pas-

sive air sprung suspension has a much higher roll stiffness,

which results in a very strong coupling between chassis and

cabin roll. With the active suspension, the cabin response

shows some overshoot as a result of the integral action.

However, this is expected to be acceptable.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

A new control strategy is presented for an active cabin sus-

pension of a commercial vehicle. Using input-output decoup-

ling it is shown that the MIMO system can be transformed

into three SISO loops. Each of these loops is controlled

using skyhook damping with an added stiffness and integral

action for low frequent leveling. Furthermore, to eliminate

cabin roll and pitch when cornering and braking/accelerating

a compensation strategy is added. It is shown by means of
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Fig. 8. Double lane-change, absolute roll angle: cabin - air suspension
(dashed); cabin - active suspension ds = 4000 (solid); chassis (dotted).

a number of simulations with a validated (44 DOF) tractor

semi-trailer model that the controller meets its objectives.

Moreover, it is shown that adding passive damping is highly

desirable for driver comfort.

For future research an improved actuator model is desi-

rable to obtain insight in the power requirements. Analysis

of the mechanical power required by the proposed controller

when driving on smooth asphalt (section VC), showed power

peaks of 3.5 kW (average of 0W: flat road). Consequently,

the power usage is expected to be an important evaluation

aspect. Moreover, it might also be interesting to evaluate the

possibilities and driver acceptance of eliminating cabin roll

and pitch while cornering, braking and accelerating.
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